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INTRODUCTION 

Vacuum-assisted suspension is becoming a popular 
system for use in lower-limb prostheses

1
. However, 

the performance of current prosthetic vacuum pumps 
responsible for creating and maintaining negative 
pressure between the socket and liner, have not been 
studied. Knowledge of the time to evacuation and 
overall efficiency for the most commonly used 
vacuum pumps could assist the prosthetist’s decision-
making when providing lower-limb prostheses with 
vacuum-assisted suspension to patients. In this study, 
several widely used prosthetic vacuum pumps, both 
mechanical and electrical, were tested and compared 
to gain insight into their overall performance and 
efficiency. 

METHOD 

Apparatus: The pumps compared in this study 
included 2 electrical pumps (Otto Bock Harmony® e-
pulse and Ohio WillowWood LimbLogic® VS) as well 
as 3 mechanical pumps (Otto Bock Harmony® P3, 
P2, and HD). Five sealed canisters were used to 
simulate the estimated volumes of a range of 
socket/liner interfaces (37.5, 68.6, 99.3, 133.1, 198.9 
cm

3
). Data were captured using a DigiVac digital 

vacuum pressure gauge. Actuation of the mechanical 
pumps was provided by the tester with the use of a 
lever activated fixture. 

Procedures: Each canister was evacuated to a 
vacuum pressure of ~17 inHg at least 5 times with 
each pump. Vacuum pressure data and time were 
recorded during evacuation using National 
Instruments LabVIEW software. Additionally, the 
electrical pumps were tested repeatedly on the 99.3 
cm

3
 canister to complete battery depletion. All five 

functional rings (f0 to f4) were tested for the P3, while 
the P2 and HD pumps were set for a patient weighing 
55 kg, which is equivalent to the weight resistance 
provided by the f0 ring of the P3. 

Data Analysis: Evacuation data (negative pressure 
versus time) were plotted using Microsoft® Excel and 
times to evacuation calculated graphically. Average 
power was calculated by multiplying the achieved 
vacuum pressure by the canister volume and dividing 
by the time taken to achieve that pressure. 

RESULTS 

There was a large difference in number of 
evacuations to complete battery depletion between 
electrical pumps (e-pulse < 180 trials; LimbLogic® > 
225 trials). Additionally, time to evacuation for the e-
pulse increased by 7.5% over the course of battery 
depletion, while the LimbLogic® demonstrated no 

change. Figure 1 depicts average power calculated 
for each of the vacuum pumps, averaged for each trial 
on each canister. 

 
DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION 

Our data indicated that the LimbLogic® was 47% 
more powerful on average than the e-pulse. While we 
expected the electrical pumps to outperform the 
mechanical pumps the P3 was, on average, as 
powerful as the e-pulse (i.e. it evacuated each 
canister to 17 inHg as quickly). However, there were 
large discrepancies among the calculated powers of 
the P3 functional rings, possibly due to variation in 
pre-compression of each ring before testing (f0 came 
from the manufacturer mounted in the device while 
the other rings were purchased separately). While the 
P3 may be the most "powerful" pump, clinical 
experience indicates the other mechanical pumps are 
capable of higher vacuum levels. It remains unknown 
what level of vacuum is most beneficial for persons 
with amputation. The power outputs of the mechanical 
pumps were dependent upon the tester for actuation 
which may have affected the consistency of results. 
While this study provides some insight into pump 
performance it may not be directly indicative of in-vivo 
performance given other prosthetic and human 
subject variables that may affect development and 
maintenance of vacuum.  

CONCLUSIONS 

In bench testing the LimbLogic® outperformed the e-
Pulse in total evacuations on a single battery charge, 
consistency in evacuations over time, and time to 
evacuation, while the Harmony® P3, was the most 
“powerful” of the mechanical pumps. 
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Figure 1. Calculated power (W) for the two electrical 
pumps and the three mechanical pumps.  


